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Recommendations for Storage of Works of Art on Paper 
 
Question: What are the top priorities for safe and efficient storage of works on paper? 
The main priorities when thinking about storage for artwork: 

 Keeping the artwork safe 

 Keeping track of where objects are (things should be found easily) 

 Ease of access (removing or replacing artwork should be easy to avoid handling damage) 
 
Some things to think about to help achieve the above: 

 Store loose works, matted works, and framed works separately (Mixing these can cause 
physical damage to works especially loose items). 

 Works of the same size and category should be stored together when possible. A 
difference in size and thickness within an enclosure creates a potential for physical 
damage (i.e. storing flat sheets with pamphlets). Heavy objects should also be stored 
separately from lighter ones to avoid uneven pressure inside boxes. 

 Within an enclosure, arrange objects by size (largest works on the bottom)  

 Isolate items on poor quality supports from items on good quality supports to minimize 
transfer of acids or contaminants. 

 Try to use standard sizes for storage material whenever possible. 

 We position the artworks so that their accession numbers are at the bottom edge of the 
enclosure to help us find artworks easily, this also minimize unnecessary handling. 

 
Storing loose/ not matted works on paper 
Find ways of minimizing the movement of loose works within their enclosure (whether it is an 
archival box or map case drawer). This can be done in a variety of ways; an example would be 
storing several works (of similar sizes with interleaving) in archival quality plastic bags (see 
figure 1). These bags should be clearly labeled with the accession numbers of the contents (see 
figure 2). 

 
Figure 1. Grouping works of the same size in archival quality plastic bags 
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Figure 2. Accession numbers are clearly labelled at the front of each package; each artwork is placed with a sheet of 

interleaving 

Using rigid supports or trays cut to the size of the enclosure is another method to keep works 
from moving about (See figure 3). This method also reduces unnecessary handling of artwork. 
 

 
Figure 3. Trays made of blue board securing works on paper of the same size in small stacks with interleaving. The trays 

were cut to the size of the solander box to reduce movement of the artworks 

Storing matted works on paper 
Similar to loose works, movement within the enclosure should be minimized. Larger mats 
should be stored on the bottom of the enclosure, with smaller works laid above. If the smaller 
work sits within the window of another artwork, a rigid support like blue board should be used 
to separate the works to prevent physical damage to the surface of an artwork.  
 
Storing framed works on paper 
It is better for framed works on paper to be stored horizontally. However, this is not always 
possible especially for large works. We typically keep our works with friable media such as 
pastel or charcoal in their frames and store them in a map case drawer or solander box by 
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themselves. However, in some cases we store stable framed works on sliding racks (often non-
standard larger works).  Keep in mind that if a work is kept framed there is a risk of it being 
exhibited more often. 
    
Storing non-standard size works on paper 
Oversized works are best stored flat in a map case drawer, or large archival boxes. If they are 
flexible and strong enough, works too large to fit in a map case can be rolled around a large 
diameter tube, wrapped in buffered paper or polyester film, tied with archival string and stored 
inside an archival tube. Larger rolls are preferred. Tubes should be stored horizontally. In 
addition, large framed works can be stored on racks, as mentioned above. 
 
Storing portfolio folders and clamshell cases  
We tend to separate our prints from their portfolios and devote a solander box for their 
storage. We will make a blue board shelf to isolate the portfolio from the prints (see figure 4).   
We also store empty portfolios in a cabinet devoted to cases and place each one in its own 
plastic bag with a notation that includes where the portfolio contents are stored (see figure 5); 
a note is also kept with the portfolio contents with the portfolio case location. 
 

  
Figure 4. Prints and the corresponding portfolio stored in a solander box using a blue board shelf. 
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Figure 5. Portfolios individually wrapped in archival plastic bags and stored in a cabinet devoted to portfolio storage 

 
Question: How many loose works on paper is it safe to store in an archival box?  How many 
matted works is it safe to store in a box?  
As long as the box can be handled with ease, and the loose works are placed in a manner that 
minimizes their movement, you can place as many sheets within a box.  Do not overfill boxes. 
For matted works, we usually store a maximum of 7 matted works in a map case drawer and a 
maximum of 10 matted works in a medium size solander box.  
 
Question: How many archival boxes is it safe to stack on a shelf? 
We tend to use solander box cabinets where each box has its own shelf. If you stack your boxes, 
try to keep the stacks at a maximum of 2.  
 
Question: What materials in particular do you recommend for housing works on paper (i.e. 
interleaving, matting materials, folders, storage boxes)? 
The materials we use include Renaissance (unbuffered) and Apollo (buffered) interleaving 
paper from a variety of sources including Light Impressions, 100% cotton (ragboard) for 
matting, solander boxes (small & medium), blue board for rigid supports and building trays, 
glassine to interleave friable material, archival polyester bags for storing loose works.  
 
Good luck! 


